
Kristin stated that the efficient customer 
service provided by SmartServ outshone 
any of the negative points as they were 
quick to resolve any issue which they had. 

How was the experience
with SmartServ’s customer
service?

This method of making the invoices and 
inputting them in QuickBooks took a 
lot of time for Kristin and she was 
already struggling with the amount of 
work she had. SmartServ became that 
piece in their puzzle of finding a way 
out of the paper invoicing problem with 
all the constraints into the new digital 
format.

What change did
Smartserv bring in
the workflow & how
did it help?

Converting from paper-based invoice 
generation to SmartServ helped them to 
generate invoices quickly and hence deliver 
to their customers more efficiently, cutting 
down the time it took for them to literally 
taking the data and inputting it into the 
system and hence reducing the overhead 
cost and it was also requested by her
employee that we go paperless.

How did Smartserv
help in their Business?

Read the full case study on www.smartserv.io

“We have been very happy with
Smartserv, we know that you’re a new 
company and are trying to find your 
way and so that’s a positive for us that 
we’re helping you and you’re helping us 
and we’re pretty much getting 
everything we need from SmartServ.”

Liberty Plumbing Heating and Air
Conditioning Inc., who strive to provide 
their customers and neighbors with the 
highest quality plumbing, heating, and air
conditioning services have a work
experience of more than 25 years and they 
continue to work efficiently and effectively 
with homeowners, general contractors, 
real estate companies, insurance
companies, business owners, etc.

A business that was founded in 2005 by 
just two people Jerry and Kristin.
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